Sports

Season to open for rowers

By David I Katz

With the return of warm weather and practice on the Charles, the MIT crew shell return to the water in preparation for the spring season. The spring season, the culmination of nine months, will see the remaining eight weights.

*The spring's weather, though, has not been cooperative. The Engineers and blistered hands. *The spring season begins for the lightweights this Saturday against a fine Coast Guard Academy crew at New London, Connecticut.

*The lightweights, who performed well in last fall's Head of the Charles, will open their first season under new head coach Bill Miller on Saturday, April 13 against Yale at home.*

At this time, the prospective boats for the lightweights are much less certain than the heavyweights. According to Coach Miller, "Captain Ralph Nauman '75 is expected to lead the group in the Varsity shell. It's going to be a matter of experimentation to come up with the right combination to make the shell its fastest." Other returning lettermen include Andy Moehlenbode '74, Gary Eadens '75, Bernard Brooks '75, and Dan Fournier '74. Promising sophomores include Mike Neff, Rusty Saunders, and John Wendell.

Both the heavyweight and lightweight squads have a large number of men rowing this year, a major factor in the intense competition for varsity positions. For the first time in seven years, MIT will have a third heavyweight eight which will serve as a training ground for the middle-weight squad.

Women's Crew

The women open their first season as a varsity crew this Saturday, racing against Connecticutt College and Middlesex High School in New London.

After a hard winter training program which included workouts in Florida during L.A.P., the women are a much stronger crew this season than last. The competition will be correspondingly tough as the women face all the top eastern crews, including Radcliffe, last year's national champion.

Coached again by Dave Burns, the team is just short of having two eights and will probably race an eight and a four. Boating are not yet definite. Returning members include team captain Susan Ashworth '75, Ingrid Klohn '76, Diane McKnight '75, Christine Fogg '75, and Chris Tracey '76. The new coxswains have proven to be very competitive and enthusiastic and will be vital to the team's success this year.

*Men's Freshman Crew*

The freshman squads are difficult to assess as they are new to the sport. The frosh heavies, coached by Fraser M. Walsh, defeated Boston University in a series of practice races this past Saturday. The lightweights under the guidance of John Malaksky '71 have yet to race another school, but appear to be rowing well and are producing some good practice times.

The search for the ultimate structure of matter

By Victor F. Weisskopf

The search for the ultimate structure of matter is a problem that has occupied scientists for centuries. The quest for understanding the fundamental building blocks of the universe has led to the development of new theories and experiments. Theories such as quantum mechanics and general relativity have provided insights into the nature of particles and the fabric of space-time. Experiments at high-energy accelerators have tested these theories against the observed properties of subatomic particles. As we continue to push the boundaries of our understanding, we remain on the brink of uncovering the secrets that lie at the heart of the universe.

The frontiers and the limits of science

By Victor F. Weisskopf

The exploration of the limits of science is a topic that spans the boundaries of our understanding. As we delve deeper into the unknown, we encounter fundamental questions about the nature of reality and the limits of human knowledge. The boundaries of science are not static, but evolve as new discoveries are made and as our understanding of the world grows. The pursuit of knowledge is a never-ending journey, and the frontiers of science are constantly shifting. As we push the boundaries of our understanding, we are reminded of the limitations of our ability to comprehend the vastness of the universe. Nevertheless, the drive to explore and understand continues, fueled by a desire to uncover the secrets of the cosmos and to expand the horizons of human knowledge.

Electronics Engineering Majors

"National CSS, Inc., a nationally-known company in the computer time-sharing field, has developed a sophisticated state-of-the-art system for doing advanced electronic circuit analysis. We need people who are knowledgeable in the area of computer-aided design, and are interested in using this knowledge in training our customers using this product, as well as assisting us in maintaining and enhancing the product."

These positions are for our corporate head-quarters in southeastern Connecticut. If you are interested in exploring these opportunities, come and see us when we visit your campus on April 5, 1974.
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